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A Multiobjective Evolutionary Conceptual Clustering
Methodology for Gene Annotation Within Structural
Databases: A Case of Study on the
Gene Ontology Database
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Abstract—Current tools and techniques devoted to examine the
content of large databases are often hampered by their inability
to support searches based on criteria that are meaningful to
their users. These shortcomings are particularly evident in data
banks storing representations of structural data such as biological
networks. Conceptual clustering techniques have demonstrated
to be appropriate for uncovering relationships between features
that characterize objects in structural data. However, typical conceptual clustering approaches normally recover the most obvious
relations, but fail to discover the less frequent but more informative
underlying data associations. The combination of evolutionary
algorithms with multiobjective and multimodal optimization
techniques constitutes a suitable tool for solving this problem.
We propose a novel conceptual clustering methodology termed
evolutionary multiobjective conceptual clustering (EMO-CC), relying on the NSGA-II multiobjective (MO) genetic algorithm. We
apply this methodology to identify conceptual models in structural databases generated from gene ontologies. These models
can explain and predict phenotypes in the immunoinflammatory
response problem, similar to those provided by gene expression or
other genetic markers. The analysis of these results reveals that
our approach uncovers cohesive clusters, even those comprising a
small number of observations explained by several features, which
allows describing objects and their interactions from different
perspectives and at different levels of detail.
Index Terms—Conceptual clustering, database annotation, evolutionary algorithms (EAs), gene expression profiles, gene ontology
(GO), knowledge discovery, multiobjective (MO) optimization.
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I. INTRODUCTION
HE INCREASED availability of repositories containing
representations of complex objects in spatial databases,
such as satellite maps, or temporal databases, including
microarray time series, regulatory networks, or metabolic
pathways, permits access to vast amounts of data where these
objects may be observed [1]–[3]. However, the underlying
object representations used in these databases are typically
based on computational convenience of database implementers
and their tendency to increase the amount of stored data [4].
Current tools and techniques devoted to examine the contents
of these large databases are often hampered by their inability
to support searches based on criteria that are meaningful to
the users of those repositories. In particular, and in spite of
the recent renewed interest in knowledge discovery techniques
(or data mining), there is a potential dearth of data analysis
methods intended to facilitate the understanding of the represented objects and related systems by their most representative
features and those relationships derived from these features
(i.e., structural data [5]). Plain databases cannot deal with this
structural information. For example, images often stored in
spatial databases are composed of small pieces of geometrical
objects (e.g., triangles or squares) that encode complex relationships between them, including nested or composite relative
locations [e.g., square on triangle, Fig. 1 (a1)–(a2)]. These types
of relationships normally exceed the simple presence/absence
of the underlying elements (e.g., triangle and square). Indeed,
plain data are difficult to generalize into more abstract concepts
(e.g., object on triangle) resulting from frequent patterns found
in the database [Fig. 1 (d2)].
Structural data, in contrast to plain data, can be viewed as
a graph containing nodes representing objects. Subgraph partitions of the dataset are termed substructures [5] [Fig. 1(b)–(d)].
Each object in a substructure is described by its most representative features, which are encoded as nodes linked to other
nodes by edges corresponding to their relationships. Conceptual
clustering techniques have been successfully applied to structural data to uncover concepts that explain underlying objects
by searching through a predefined space of potential hypothesis (i.e., substructures that represent associations of features)
for those that best fits the training examples [6].
The formulation of conceptual clustering as a search problem,
in a graph-based structure, would result, however, in the generation of many substructures with small extent, as it is easier
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Fig. 1. Differentiating plain and structural databases: example of geometrical observations. (a) Plain codification of two observations as typical transactions encoding a presence/absence relationship between data. (b) and (c) Structural codification also encoding positional relationships. (b1)–(c1) Tree-graphs corresponding
to computational representations in a structural database. (b2)–(c2) Geometrical interpretation of the represented observations. The color-coded parts of the trees
show repeated instances that generate substructures. (d) A generalized substructure learned from (b)–(c) that cannot be encoded by (a).

to explain or model smaller data subsets than those that constitute a significant portion of the dataset. For this reason, any
successful methodology should also consider additional criteria
to extract better defined concepts based on the complexity of the
substructure being explained, the number of retrieved substructures, and their diversity [5], [7]–[9]. These are conflicting criteria that can be approached as an optimization problem, close
in spirit to minimum description length (MDL) methods [10],
which are based on the aggregation of the various objectives
into a global measure of cluster quality. The basic challenge
with this approach is the potential bias caused by weighting
the objectives [7], [11], which always derives from the convergence to solutions corresponding to single or limited regions
of the search space. This problem is noteworthy because typical data mining approaches, particularly in computational biology, tend to emphasize consensus or most frequent patterns
[12]. These consensus patterns often conceal rather than reveal
novel and useful knowledge about the problem, retrieving only
already known or irrelevant information that discourages the use
of computational methods [13], [14]. Consequently, there is a
need for new methods that can provide even less frequent but
more descriptive substructures that reflect problem descriptions
from different angles [15].
In this paper, we propose a conceptual clustering methodology termed EMO-CC for evolutionary multiobjective conceptual clustering that uses multiobjective and multimodal optimization techniques to retrieve meaningful substructures from
structural databases. The EMO-CC methodology uses an effi-

cient search process based on evolutionary algorithms (EAs)
[16]–[18] relying on the NSGA-II algorithm [19], which inspects large data spaces that otherwise would be intractable. Indeed, it explores hierarchically organized databases, which can
contain data defined at different levels of specificity. EMO-CC
identifies optimal clusters corresponding to different substructures lying in the Pareto optimal frontier [7], [17]. This frontier
is composed of a collection of multiobjective optima in the sense
that their solutions are not worse than any other substructure
for the objectives being considered (i.e., nondominated) [17].
This approach is less biased than aggregating various objectives
into a weighted function. The clusters obtained by EMO-CC are
composed of solutions belonging to different neighborhoods,
where each cluster represents a local optimum in a multimodal
problem [20]. The methodology optimizes the number of substructures being retrieved based on a flexible compression of the
database and provides annotations for the uncovered substructures [5]. Finally, EMO-CC applies an unsupervised classification approach to predict new members of previously discovered
substructures [6].
We apply EMO-CC to the discovery of meaningful substructures containing genes sharing common sets of features (i.e., GO
terms) in the gene ontology (GO) database [3], which is composed of biological processes, cellular components and molecular functions defined at different levels of specificity. These
substructures can explain/predict gene expression profiles. We
consider gene profiles that reflect differences in gene expression
over time, treatment and patient, corresponding to an inflam-
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matory response study performed on human volunteers treated
with intravenous endotoxin compared to a placebo [21]. Understanding the inflammation process is critical because the body
uses inflammation to protect itself from an infection or an injury (e.g., crashes, massive bleeding, or a serious burn) which,
in extreme cases (e.g., car accidents or gun shootings), can lead
to massive organ malfunction and death. Moreover, the majority
of the deaths are caused due to these problems [21].
To validate our approach, we perform a two-way analysis:
1) we evaluate the performance of our proposal using standard
metrics for evolutionary multiobjective algorithms and 2) we
use biological information from gene expression measured
from blood samples by Affymetrix microarrays to independently explain and summarize the obtained results. Indeed, we
perform comparisons between EMO-CC and well-known conceptual clustering and bioinformatic techniques. The obtained
results suggest that EMO-CC is a useful tool for extracting
novel biological information that provides insights into the
analysis of gene expression data.
This work is organized as follows. Section II presents our
preliminaries, including descriptions of conceptual clustering
and unsupervised methods; characterization of the GO project,
and a brief summary of multiobjective optimization techniques.
Section III describes the EMO-CC methodology. Section IV
introduces the inflammatory response problem and the gene
expression profiles. Section V shows the results obtained by
EMO-CC applied to the GO database and compares these
results with four other methods: two of them are clustering
approaches, while the other two are state-of-the-art GO tools.
Finally, Section VI concludes with the discussion.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we provide the methodological and problem
background used in this work. First, we briefly supply a general
framework for conceptual clustering algorithms, and introduce
two methods used to mine structural databases. These methods
include the SUBDUE conceptual clustering method [22] and
the APRIORI unsupervised method [23]. Second, we describe
the GO project and its structural database, and introduce two
state-of-the-art GO methods: FatiGO [24] and Onto-Express
(OE) [25]. These four methods are selected to be compared with
our approach. We also provide a brief survey of evolutionary and
multiobjective optimization. Finally, we characterize the multiobjective optimization problem and define a set of metrics used
to evaluate the quality of the results obtained by EMO-CC in
comparison with the other methods.
A. Conceptual Clustering
Cluster analysis, or simply clustering, is a data mining technique often used to identify various groupings or taxonomies
in databases [26]. Most existing methods for clustering are designed for plain feature-value data. However, sometimes we
need to represent structural data that do not only contain descriptions of individual observations, but also relationships between
these observations [5]. Therefore, mining structural databases
entails addressing both the uncertainty of which observations
should be placed together, as well as which distinct relationships
among features best characterize different sets of observations
[6]. This is more problematic since, a priori, we do not know
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which features are meaningful for a given relationship. Typical
clustering techniques are not designed to deal with this [27],
even when combined with global feature extraction methods
such as principal component analysis or stepwise descendant
methods [28], [29]. In contrast, conceptual clustering techniques
have been successfully applied to structural databases to uncover concepts that are embedded in subsets of structural data
or substructures [5].
While most machine learning techniques applied directly
or indirectly to structural databases exhibit methodological
differences, they share a five-step framework, even though they
use distinct metrics, heuristics, or probability interpretations
[5], [30].
• Database representation. Structural data can be viewed
as a graph containing nodes representing features, linked
to other nodes by edges corresponding to their relations.
A substructure consists of a subgraph of structural data,
which represents an object or concept embedded in the
data [5]. These data can be efficiently organized by taking
advantage of a naturally occurring structure over the
feature space, which consists of a general to specific
ordering of possible substructures (i.e., a direct acyclic
graph (DAG) [31]).
• Structure learning. This process consists of searching
through the DAG space for potential substructures, and
returning either the best one found or an optimal sample of
them. If the number of substructures is superexponential
in the number of nodes, different heuristic methods can
be applied for this learning process (e.g., greedy [32], hill
climbing [32], and genetic algorithms [33]).
• Cluster evaluation. The substructure quality is measured
by optimizing several criteria, including complexity, where
harboring more features always increases the inferential
power; support, where a large coverage of the dataset produces good generality; and diversity, where minimal overlapping between clusters generates more distinct clusters
and descriptions from different angles [6]. The basic challenge with this approach consists of fixing the potential
bias and inflexibility caused by combining these criteria in
a weighted sum formula [7], [10].
• Database compression. The database compression provides simple representations of the objects in a database.
This procedure is often done by selecting the best substructures and replacing their instances by single vertices.
However, it may be the case that these summarized substructures need to be decompressed or recompressed when
they are combined with different or independent data
sources [22].
• Inference. New observations can be predicted from previously learned substructures by using classifiers that optimize their matching based on distance [34] or probabilistic
metrics [6]. When designed for labeled data, the approach
is referred to as supervised learning (as opposed to unsupervised learning) [6].
Here, we exemplify two different methods, one originally designed to work with structural databases.
1) SUBDUE: This method [22] is a typical example of a
conceptual clustering approach that finds repeated substructures
in databases represented as graphs. SUBDUE starts by looking
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Fig. 2. The GO project ontology. The GO database is composed of three subontologies, which are shown at different colors starting from the root node
GO:0003673: Biological process (BP), molecular function (MF), and cellular component (CC).

for the substructure that best compresses the graph using the
MDL principle [10], which states that the best description of a
dataset is the one that minimizes the description length of the
entire dataset. After finding the first substructure, SUBDUE
compresses the graph and iterates repeating the same process.
SUBDUE uses a computationally constrained beam search
strategy to find substructures. The algorithm starts with a single
vertex as the initial substructure and at each iteration expands
it, using new instances, to explore possible extension edges and
potentially generate new substructures. This substructures are
recursively considered for expansion.
2) APRIORI: This method uses a classic algorithm for
learning association rules [23]. It is designed to operate on
databases containing transactions (e.g., collections of items
bought by customers, or items of a website access). The
algorithm attempts to find subsets of items (e.g., sets of retail transactions of each listing individual items purchased)
shared by at least a minimum number of observations. This
approach is similar to the computation of biclusters, as it allows
simultaneous clusterings of features and transactions [35].
APRIORI uses a bottom-up approach, where frequent subsets
are extended one item at a time and evaluated by their supporting observations. The algorithm terminates when no further
successful extensions are found. APRIORI uses breadth-first
search and a hash tree structure to efficiently search for the
best substructures. This algorithm was originally designed to
work with plain data, and here adapted to manage structural
databases.
B. The Gene Ontology (GO) Project
The GO project [3] stores one of the most powerful characterizations of genes. It uses three structured vocabularies (i.e., ontologies) to describe gene products in terms of their associated
biological processes, cellular components and molecular functions in a species-independent manner [3]. The GO terms are organized as hierarchical networks, where each level corresponds
to a different specificity definition of such terms (i.e., higher
level terms are more general than lower level terms, Fig. 2).

From the computational point-of-view, these networks are organized as structures termed DAGs, which are one way routed
graphs that can be represented as trees.
There are many tools developed to extract relevant GO terms
from a group of given genes. We select two of the most representative GO clustering methods for comparison with our approach: FatiGO [24] and OE [25].
1) FatiGO: This method carries out a clustering process that
assigns a ranking of GO terms to a query, which is often composed of coexpressed genes. GO terms are related to human,
mouse, rat, arabidopsis, fly, worm and yeast genes, and proteins.
FatiGO implements Fisher’s exact test for 2 2 contingency tables to compare two groups of genes and to extract a list of GO
terms whose distribution among the groups is significantly different. The results of the test are corrected for multiple-testing
to obtain an adjusted p-value. These results are displayed in
HTML and text format, which includes a tree representation of
GO terms associated with the query and the number of genes
annotated with a specific GO term [24].
2) Onto-Express (OE): This method maps queries based on
coregulated genes into functional profiles, each one built based
on individual GO terms. The significance of functional profiles
is calculated by using the binomial distribution for each functional category, which allows distinctions between significant
biological processes and random events [25].
C. Evolutionary and Multiobjective (MO) Optimization
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [17] are often used to solve
knowledge discovery or data mining problems. Several EAs
have been successfully applied in classical clustering problems
including hard and fuzzy c-means functional optimization [36]
and estimation of optimal number of clusters [37]. Moreover,
genetic algorithms in combination with multiobjective optimization techniques have been used for selecting features in
an unsupervised fashion [38] and for developing multiclassifiers [39]. Linguistic and association rules also incorporated
evolutionary techniques for their optimization and searching
processes [40], [41]. Indeed, biclustering techniques, often
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used in bioinformatics [42], use an appropriate combination of
EAs and multiobjective optimization [43].
We incorporate some of the former features successfully applied to knowledge discovery to develop a novel evolutionary
method focused on conceptual clustering data. Here, we describe the multiobjective optimization problem and the general
notation used throughout this work.
1) Notation: Let us consider, without loss of generality, a
multiobjective minimization problem with decision variables
(parameters) and objectives

(1)
is called the decision vector,
is the parameter
is the objective vector, is the objective space, and
are the objective functions. A decision vector
is said to dominate a decision vector
(also written as
) if, and only if

where
space,

(2)
It is also customary to write any of the following:
if and only if
and
, or
;
•
•
is nondominated by ;
belongs to a Pareto-optimal set, if it is not dominated
•
by .
2) Evaluation Metrics: We evaluate the performance of MO
algorithms by applying a set of metrics that analyze the objective
space of solutions [18], [44], [45]. We also use two alternative
metrics to perform pairwise comparisons between algorithms
[9], [45].
Given a set of pairwise nondominated decision vectors
; a Pareto-optimal set
;
the sets of objective vectors that correspond to
and , respectively; a neighborhood parameter
(to be chosen appropriately); and a
distance metric
, we define the following metrics.
• The function
evaluates the distribution of the solutions
in combination with the number of nondominated solutions

• The function
scribed by

(3)
evaluates the extent of the front de-

Fig. 3. The EMO-CC methodology. The different steps of EMO-CC are developed based on the typical phases of a conceptual clustering method. The dashed
box represents the search and evaluation iterative process carried out by the multiobjective EA.

and
have to be considered, since
not necessarily equal to

is

(5)
[9] compares two sets of
• The metric
nondominated solutions and provides the number of solutions of
neither equal nor dominated by any
member of
. Once again, both
and
must be calculated

(6)
There is a clear difference between the metric
and the
previous metric . The former metric counts the number of
novel solutions belonging to a Pareto set that are not included
in the other, while the latter shows the dominance relationship
between two sets of solutions. These metrics are applied and
customized for the biological problem in Section IV.
III. METHODOLOGY: EVOLUTIONARY MULTIOBJECTIVE
CONCEPTUAL CLUSTERING (EMO-CC)

(4)
Finally, we use two other binary metrics for comparing two
Pareto sets.
• The metric
[45] measures the dominance relationship between the set of nondominated solutions
on another set of nondominated solutions
. The
value
means that all solutions in
are
dominated by solutions in . The opposite,
, represents the situation where none of the solutions in
are covered by the set . Note that both

In this section, we describe the EMO-CC methodology in
terms of each of the steps of the conceptual clustering framework previously introduced (Fig. 3).
A. Graph-Based Database Representation (STEP 1)
The input of the EMO-CC methodology is a graph-based
database, which includes feature-values that usually map to
nodes, and relationships between them that map to edges. For
example, given a database corresponding to a geometrical
domain [Fig. 1(b)–(c)], the nodes of the graph correspond to
geometric properties, (e.g., circle), while the edges of the graph
correspond to the relationships between them (e.g., on).
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B. Evolutionary Multiobjective Structure Learning (STEP 2)

Fig. 5. Example of an EMO-CC chromosome. This representation encodes
each node and each edge of the tree with a tag, which corresponds to the type
of feature being described. We show node-tags using different colors (e.g.,
blue, white, yellow) and edge-tags using different line styles (e.g., solid, dotted,
dashed). Each node and edge also has an associated tag-value that indicates the
value of such feature (e.g., node 1, edge 3).

The main objective of EMO-CC is to identify optimal substructures in a structural database by searching in the feature
space using an efficient multiobjective EA. To do so, we apply
an evolutionary search on the space of a graph-represented
database relying on a multiobjective EA termed nondominated
Sorting GA-II (NSGA-II) developed by Deb et al. [19], [46]. A
short description provided by Deb et al. [19] is the following.
The step-by-step procedure shows that NSGA-II algorithm is
simple and straightforward. First, a combined population
is formed. The population
is of size
. Then, the
is sorted according to nondomination. Since all
population
previous and current population members are included in ,
elitism is ensured. Now, solutions belonging to the best nonare of best solutions in the combined popudominated set
lation and must be emphasized more than any other solution in
the combined population. If the size of
is smaller then ,
for the new popwe definitely choose all members of the set
. The remaining members of the population
ulation
are chosen from subsequent nondominated fronts in the order of
are chosen next,
their ranking. Thus, solutions from the set
followed by solutions from the set , and so on. This procedure
is continued until no more sets can be accommodated. Say that
is the last nondominated set beyond which no other
the set
set can be accommodated. In general, the count of solutions in
all sets from
to
would be larger than the population size.
To choose exactly population members, we sort the solutions
using the crowded-comparison operator
of the last front
in descending order and choose the best solutions needed to fill
all population slots. The NSGA-II procedure is also shown in
Fig. 4. The new population
of size is now used for selection, crossover, and mutation to create a new population
of size . It is important to note that we use a binary tournament
selection operator but the selection criterion is now based on the
crowded-comparison operator
. Since this operator requires
both the rank and crowded distance of each solution in the population, we calculate these quantities while forming the popula, as shown in the above algorithm.
tion

The components of the EMO-CC structure learning process
are described as follows:
1) Chromosome Representation: EMO-CC encodes only
feasible substructures in each chromosome. We implement chromosomes as trees, which is the typical representation used in
genetic programming (GP) [47]. The GP evolutionary approach
and its multiobjective variants [48], [49] have been widely used
to solve many different real-world problems, including system
identification [50], information retrieval [51], [52], or data
mining [53], achieving successful results. This chromosome representation encodes each node and each edge of the tree with a tag,
describing the type of feature, and an associated tag-value that
indicates the value of such feature (Fig. 5). The initial population
consists of a set of chromosomes, each one generated by choosing
a random observation from the input database and representing
it as a subtree. The set of all nondominated chromosomes of the
final population represents an optimal partition of the given data.
2) Genetic Operators: EMO-CC applies crossover and mutation operators with a given probability over the chromosomes
composing the GP population. The crossover operator is performed by swapping two random subtrees, which is a classical
choice in GP. The mutation operators used in our GP implementation are also classical and straightforward.
• Delete a leaf, where a random leaf of the tree is selected
and deleted along with the edge that connects it to the tree.
• Change a node, where a random node is selected and replaced by another node belonging to the set of nodes constrained by the same tag.
• Add a leaf, where a random leaf is created and connected
to the tree by a new edge.
Each type of node has associated a different tag in the chromosome representation that constrains crossover and mutation
operators (e.g., in Fig. 5 blue nodes are only allowed to be compared with other blue nodes, and solid edges with other solid
edges). Therefore, the crossover operation can be applied if, and
only if, the root of both exchanged subtrees has the same tag,

Fig. 4. The EMO-CC structure learning procedure based on the NSGA-II algorithm [19] corresponding to the iterative process of STEPS 2 and 3.
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thus allowing to maintain feasible offspring chromosomes. This
particular chromosome representation with constraints is known
as type-based GP [47].
3) Selection: EMO-CC employs a crowded binary tournament selection operator [17], [19] preserving the diversity
among nondominated solution. Assuming that every individual
in the population has two attributes: nondomination rank
and crowding distance
, the crowded operator
is
defined as

(7)
where the quantity
serves as an estimate of the
perimeter of the cuboid formed by using the nearest neighbors
as the vertices (call this the crowding distance) and
specifies the level of nondomination of the solution (e.g., level
0 for nondominated solutions, level 1 for solutions dominated
by only one solution). That is, between two solutions with
differing nondomination ranks, we prefer the solution with the
lower (i.e., better) rank. Otherwise, if both solutions belong to
the same front, then we prefer the solution that is located in a
lesser crowded region. See [19] for a complete description.
4) Fitness Functions: We consider that good substructures
are those that maximize the complexity and the support objectives. On the one hand, the complexity of a substructure is
associated with its size (i.e., the number of nodes and edges that
compose the substructure), which corresponds to the size of the
tree represented in the chromosome
(8)
On the other hand, the support of a substructure is calculated as
the number of database instances that occur in the substructure
(9)
where an instance of a substructure occurs in an observation of
the dataset if the instance tree is a subtree of the observation
tree. These are conflicting objectives since the more complex
the substructure, the smaller its support [7], [8].
C. Pareto Nondominance Substructure Evaluation (STEP 3)
We evaluate the quality of the substructures based on a multiobjective strategy that retrieves cohesive and well supported solutions [7], [17]. Indeed, we use a multimodal optimization approach to uncover diverse results [54]. To do so, we search for
a set of solutions that are nondominated, based on their complexity and support, in the sense that there is no other solution that is superior in all of the objectives (i.e., Pareto optimal
front) in a neighborhood [17]. Therefore, optimal solutions corresponding to different search spaces do not compete among
each other. We implement this multimodal strategy using niches
[7], [8], which are groups of substructures covering a common
set of instances. The scope of a niche is calculated by using the
Jaccard’s index [55]
(10)
where

and

are substructures.

Fig. 6. Validating and compressing substructures. (a) We evaluate the ability
of a substructure to describe an independent class by using the probability of intersection (red: high; green: low) among their recognized instances. This metric
slightly differs from the size of the intersection (size of the circle), and allows
identification of more cohesive relationships. (b) A class can be explained and
summarized by more than one substructure, which are then compressed and
become indistinguishable for the given class. However, other substructures remain as diverse explanations of the same class (e.g., substructures 3 and 5, both
of which describe class #20).

Consequently, we reformulate the dominance criterion,
where a substructure dominates another substructure

(11)
with
and
being the observed functions that measure the
complexity and support of the substructures, respectively; and
is the niche size. This is the less biased initialization value, which is calculated as a tradeoff between redundant
and smaller number of accepted substructures [7]. The use of
this modified dominance criterion means that they cover different instances in the same class (i.e., that they are largely
nonoverlapping).
D. Context-Dependent Database Compression (STEP 4)
EMO-CC identifies diverse but nonredundant substructures
that explain classes derived from additional information. This
constitutes a compression process [22] based on circumstantial
queries that allows flexible and context dependent summarization of the substructures. This step is divided into two processes.
1) Validating substructures, where we reevaluate the quality of
the substructures identified by a conceptual clustering method
by their ability to explain a set of classes derived from an independent experiment. We use the hypergeometric measurement
in a test that represents the probability of observing at least
instances from a specific class , derived from an independent
experiment, within an identified substructure of size [56]
(12)
where is the total number of instances in , and is the total
number of instances in the database. The lower the probability of
, the better the quality of the cluster intersection,
intersection
and thus, the greater the confidence in the detected substructure (Fig. 6). This approach differs from supervised learning
methods, which are just focused on learning substructures based
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IV. THE INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE PROBLEM

Fig. 7. Context-dependent database compression algorithm. The quality of explaining an external class by a set of substructures S is evaluated by using a statistical test based on the hypergeometric measure (P I ). Irrelevant substructures
are filtered (3–4) and relevant substructures are compressed (5–12) to provide
more clear and understandable explanations.

on their ability of discriminating among output classes. 2) Filtering and compressing validated substructures, where we select substructures that explain independent classes with a signif[27] [Fig. 7, (3)]. Then, we compress a set of substrucicant
tures if they can explain the same phenomena by applying the
nondominance relationship to the subset of instances covered
by each substructure [(11), Fig. 7, (4–12)]. The nondominance
relationship needs to be recalculated (i.e., both specificity and
sensitivity objectives) since some of the instances covered by
each substructure do not belong to the given class, thus, we remove them from the set. These compressed substructures can be
indistinguishable for a specific class in a particular experiment,
but they can be reversed and regrouped in a different fashion
under another experimental conditions.
E. Unsupervised Inference Process (STEP 5)
The EMO-CC methodology classifies new instances based on
a set of optimal substructures resulting from previous steps of
the algorithm. We use a -nearest neighbor unsupervised classifier to explain new instances by their similarity with one or more
substructures. Thus, we classify a query observation based on
a set of substructures previously learned as follows:

(13)
where represents the degree of matching between an observation and a substructures . The degree of matching is equal
to the substructure complexity (8), where can belong to one
or more substructures with a different membership degree [34].

The host’s response to trauma and burns is a collection of biological and pathological processes that depends critically upon
the regulation of the human immuno-inflammatory response.
No single research center or small group of centers have the
resources to delineate the integrated response of this complete
biological system, which involves multiple molecular and genetic interactions that vary in time. This study, in part carried out
at the Cellular Injury and Adaptation Laboratory, Washington
University School of Medicine, is a piece of a large-scale research project devoted to profile leukocyte gene expression and
plasma proteins of burn and trauma patients [21]. Prior to initiating studies in actual patients, it was proposed that the human
endotoxin model could serve as a starting point and test bed for
these subsequent studies. Our proposal will help to promote the
identification of significant relationships, which regulate the integration of this complex biological system, with the expectation that this understanding will ultimately impact the treatment
of hospitalized patients.
We analyzed 48 GeneChips HG-U133A v2.0 from
Affymetrix, Inc., derived from samples taken from human
blood of eight patients: four treated with intravenous endotoxin
(i.e., patients 1–4) and four with a placebo (i.e., patients 5–8),
and expression retrieved over time at hours 0, 2, 4, 6, 9, and
24. The analysis is performed in three steps: 1) we identify
1770 significantly expressed genes that change their expression
using a very sensitive approach that combines several statistical
methods (e.g., t-tests, permutation tests, analysis of variance
and repeated measures ANOVA) [57], [58], which is a reasonable number of genes for a general-purpose inflammation
process [21]; 2) we arrange the expression levels of the extracted genes by linking patient 1 hr 0, hr 2, hr 4, hr 6, hr 24,
patient 2 hr 0, hr 2, hr 4, hr 6, hr 24, patient 3 hr 0, hr 2, hr 4, hr
6, hr 24, patient 4 hr 0, hr 2, hr 4, hr 6, hr 24 (control expression
is arranged in a similar fashion); and 3) we separately cluster
treated and control prearranged expression levels into profiles
and identify 24 pairwise differential profiles that change over
time, treatment, or patient [58] (Fig. 8). For example, differential gene expression among treatment (e.g., Fig. 8, row: 1
column: 1, row: 1 column: 2) and patients (e.g., Fig. 8, row: 1
column: 4, row: 3 column: 1) is explicitly illustrated in several
profiles. Using the selected representation, we can distinguish
differential profiles that reveal even subtle biological variabilities that are usually difficult to identify by averaging gene
expression. We use the GO annotations corresponding to these
1770 genes as our input database, which are provided by the
GO project described in Section II-B. These differential profiles
will be used as a reference partition in the subsequent analysis
of EMO-CC’s results.
In the following sections, we provide details for the database
representation (STEP 1), and the learning process (STEP 2) of
the EMO-CC methodology (Fig. 3) for the inflammatory response problem.
A. Graph-Based Database Representation (STEP 1)
The database representation used for the GO domain can be
viewed as a database containing different features, where each
feature has nested values denoting descriptions at different
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Fig. 8. Gene expression profiles from the inflammatory response problem. We account for eight patients: four treated with intravenous endotoxin (i.e., patients
1–4) and four with a placebo (i.e., patients 5–8), and expression retrieved over time at hours 0, 2, 4, 6, 9 and 24, each one corresponding to different GeneChips
and its replicas. The expression profiles are represented separately for each experimental group (i.e., treatment and control), and patients are arranged individually.
Each profile is represented by 24 time points: patient 1 hr 0,. . ., patient 1 hr 24,. . ., patient 4 hr 0,. . ., patient 4 hr 24 (horizontal axis). The vertical axis corresponds
to the gene expression level. Only expression profiles for the treatment group are shown. Differential gene expression among patients is explicitly illustrated in
several profiles (e.g., row: 1, column: 4, row: 3, column: 1). All of these profiles derived from treated patients have their counterpart in control profiles (here not
shown), from which they are differentiated.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE GO DOMAIN

Fig. 9. An example of a chromosome representing a substructure (specificity=
0:6769, support= 0:0051). (a) A tree representation of a substructure, where
the gray boxes are the most specific GO terms, and the levels of the terms in the
GO hierarchy are shown in parenthesis. (b) The list of genes that corresponds
to the substructure.

levels of specificity. Therefore, in identifying which distinct
relationships among features best characterize different sets
of observations, we have to consider, not only the process
of grouping distinct type of features (e.g., biological process
GO:0007165 and GO:0050785, representing a signal transduction process and an advanced glycation end-product receptor
activity, respectively, and cellular component GO:0016021,
representing an integral to membrane situation), but also
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Fig. 10. Relationship between substructures and observations. (a) Substructure #1 and (b) Substructure #2 both represent an observation (c). In this example,
substructure #2 is more specific than substructure #1 and, therefore, more complex, since the leaf nodes from the former belong to level 5, while those of the latter
belong to level 4. The double frame box corresponds to the root of the GO, the boxes indicate cellular component terms, and the number in parenthesis correspond
to the level of the nodes in the GO hierarchy.

TABLE II
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF THE SOLUTIONS IDENTIFIED BY APRIORI, SUBDUE, AND EMO-CC FOR THE GO DOMAIN
. (B)
. (C) . (D)
BY USING DIFFERENT METRICS: (A)

M

M

C ND

Fig. 11. The Pareto fronts obtained by different methods. Each dot represents a solution with the support given by its value on the y axis, and the specificity given
by its value on the x axis. Nondominated solutions reported by: (a) APRIORI, (b) SUBDUE, and (c) EMO-CC.

defining at which level of specificity they have to be represented. This is even more problematic since several values of
the same type of feature may be useful for describing a set of
observations, and thus, represented in a substructure [e.g., biological process GO:0007165 (level 4) and GO:0050785 (level
3)]. Consequently, to address the problem of the multilevel
definition of a feature we redefine an instance as the particular

subset of values that constitutes a prefix tree1 of a database
observation. Then, an instance of a substructure occurs in an
observation of the database if a subgraph of the prefix tree
that represents that instance matches with the observation tree.
1Tree t is a prefix tree of t if t can be obtained from t by appending zero
or more subtrees to some of the nodes in t . Notice that any tree t is a prefix of
itself.
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Fig. 12. Boxplots of (a)
and (b)
metrics for EMO-CC in the GO domain. The boxplots show the resulting values for each metric in different runs of
EMO-CC. The smaller the boxes in the boxplot, the more homogeneous results
over ten runs.

The substructure tree contains tagged nodes with the type
of feature (e.g., biological process), its corresponding value
(e.g., GO:0007165), and the edges representing relationships
between features (e.g., is_a).
We use the GO database and compatibilize the terms with descriptions provided by Affymetrix (i.e., the type of microarrays
used in this study [59]), where each observation of the database
has the following features.
• Name: Affymetrix identifier for each gene in HG-U133A
v2.0 set of arrays.
• Biological process: List of biological processes where
a gene product is involved. This list is indexed by a list
of GO codes [e.g., GO:0007067 (mitosis), GO:0008152
(metabolic process)]. The processes are broad biological
goals that are accomplished by ordered assemblies of
molecular functions.
• Molecular function: List of biological functions of gene
products, which are indexed by a list of GO codes
[e.g., GO:0030246 (carbohydrate binding), GO:0016887
(ATPase activity)]. These functions are tasks performed
by individual gene products.

C

ND

Fig. 13. Boxplots of (a) and (b)
for the EMO-CC in the GO domain. The
boxplots show the resulting values for each metric in different runs of EMO-CC.
The smaller the boxes in the boxplot, the more homogeneous results over ten
runs.

TABLE III
CLASS #13 AND SUBSTRUCTURE INTERSECTIONS

• Cellular component: List of cellular components indicating location of gene products, which are indexed
by a list of GO codes [e.g., GO:0005634 (nucleus),
GO:0019012 (virion)]. These components are subcellular
structures, locations, and macromolecular complexes.
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TABLE IV
SUBSTRUCTURES DERIVED FROM THE GO DATABASE BY EMO-CC EXPLAINING CLASS #13 GENE EXPRESSION PROFILE (P I

B. Multiobjective GP Structure Learning (STEP 2)
The chromosome representation used in the GO domain is a
tree-like structure (Fig. 9). Each node of this tree corresponds to
a GO term, and each edge corresponds to a is_a or part_of
relationship.
The complexity of the substructures in the GO domain is not
linearly dependent on its size (8). This happens because the GO
ontology is composed of terms that can be located at different
levels in the hierarchy. For example, a substructure (substructure
#1) is less specific than another substructure (substructure #2),
if the leaf nodes from the former belong to a lower level (level
4) than the latter (level 5) (Fig. 10). However, by calculating the
complexity as the number of edges plus nodes of each substructure, the first substructure reaches a higher evaluation value (i.e.,
) than the second (i.e.,
). Thus,
we redefine the complexity as specificity, extending the original
objective by including not only the size of the substructure measured by the number of nodes and edges, but also the accuracy
of the substructure in modeling the covered instances
(14)
where is the number of instances occurring in substructure
, is the number of leaf-nodes in the th instance occurring
is a leaf-node of the th instance
in substructure , and
between a node
occurring in substructure . The distance
and a substructure is calculated as the number of edges between
the given node and its closest ancestor in the GO hierarchy appearing in the given substructure. The level of a node is calculated as the length of the shortest path to the root node. For
all nodes of the instance
example, to obtain a

< 3:1 2 10

)

must appear in the substructure and their distances to the substructure must be zero.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The structural database used for the GO domain is composed
of 1770 significantly expressed genes, extracted from the set
of the total genes available in a GeneChip (i.e., approximately
22 000), and their GO associated terms. The population of the
EA is initialized by 50% of randomly chosen subtrees from thedatabase, and by another 50% of random trees. This randomization procedure is needed to avoid the potential bias introduced
in the search process using only a subset of GO terms instead of
the complete GO database.
We execute EMO-CC ten times with different seeds and a
set of parameters that maximizes the computational performance (Table I). We analyze the sensitivity of the parameters,
increasing the population (e.g., from 200 to 800) and changing
the operator probabilities (e.g., crossover from 0.6 to 0.9 and
mutation from 0.1 to 0.3). The similar results obtained by
this analysis suggests that the NSGA-II has a robust behavior.
Then, we used the average of the ten runs to report the results
,
, , and
.
evaluated by the metrics
In the following sections, we show the experimental results
obtained by EMO-CC in the inflammatory response problem
(STEPS 3–5). In the first section (STEP 3), we compare
EMO-CC with two other methods: the conceptual clustering
method SUBDUE [22], and the APRIORI unsupervised method
[60], which is adapted for using structural data. In the second
subsection (STEP 4), we perform a context-dependent database
compression of the learned substructures that can explain gene
expression. Also, we introduce a comparison with two other
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state-of-the-art GO mining methods, FatiGO [24] and OE [25].
Finally, the last section (STEP 5) shows the results obtained
in the inference process, allowing to predict new substructure
members.
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TABLE V
RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE FATIGO METHOD. (A) BIOLOGICAL PROCESS
(BP). (B) MOLECULAR FUNCTION (MF). (C) CELLULAR COMPONENT (CC)

A. Pareto Nondominance Clustering Evaluation (STEP 3)
Since both APRIORI and SUBDUE methods are not MO
algorithms, we remove from the final set of solutions of both
methods those solutions that are dominated, to provide a comparable set of substructures. For APRIORI, we also transform
the original structural database into a plain repository by adding
all parent terms for each GO term used in the biological application. The results for a single run are reported. We show the union
of the results obtained by SUBDUE from three runs, each one
using a different optimization criteria, including: support (i.e.,
the number of instances occurring in a substructure), complexity
(i.e., the size of the substructure calculated as the number of
bits needed to encode the adjacency matrix corresponding to the
graph [22]), and a weighted sum metric that combines the latter
two (i.e., MDL [10]), which is the default option of SUBDUE.
The results obtained by APRIORI and SUBDUE are compared
with each of the Pareto sets found by EMO-CC, when using the
MO evaluation metrics.
The substructures recovered by EMO-CC obtain a better coverage of the Pareto front extent than SUBDUE and APRIORI, as
[Table II(a)]. The results also reveal that
reported by metric
EMO-CC obtains the most diverse substructures, as evaluated
[Table II(b)] and illustrated by the Pareto fronts
by metric
(Fig. 11). Moreover, EMO-CC obtains robust results when evaluated for ten runs (Fig. 12).
and
, to
In addition, we apply two other metrics,
compare the Pareto sets of the different methods. To do so,
we modify both metrics replacing the classical nondominance
criterion by the one introduced in Section III-C (10) to account for diversity. The obtained results reveal that there is no
solution found by EMO-CC that is dominated by APRIORI,
and only one solution obtained by SUBDUE dominates a
solution belonging to the EMO-CC Pareto set, as described
by metric [Table II(c) and Fig. 13(a)]. Moreover, EMO-CC
discovers more nondominated solutions than both APRIORI
[Table II(d) and
and SUBDUE, as evaluated by metric
Fig. 13(b)]. The difference between the values reported by
metric from EMO-CC and those from APRIORI
the
and SUBDUE [i.e., 181.89 and 171.80 versus 1.20 and 1.60
from Table II(d)] suggests that EMO-CC retrieves almost all
solutions identified by the other methods and covers a wide
set of all optimal solutions in the GO domain. Moreover, both
APRIORI and SUBDUE obtain a limited number of nondominated solutions in comparison with the EMO-CC methodology
(Fig. 11 and Appendix Table VII, available at http://www.ieeexplore.ieee.org). Besides, EMO-CC extracts more diverse
solutions, in the objective space, than those found by APRIORI
and SUBDUE. Particularly, our approach retrieves substructures of the Pareto optimal front containing few instances but
harboring several features (i.e., cohesive substructures), which
were undetected by the other methods. Moreover, EMO-CC
finds diverse solutions in the variable space due to the niching
strategy used in the nondominance measure (Section III-C).

The examination of the results obtained by APRIORI and
SUBDUE suggests that their deficiencies can be attributed to
(i) the linearization of the database in the APRIORI method,
which constrains the data representation; (ii) the thresholds
used in APRIORI, which discard substructures with few members, even if they cohesively share several features; and (iii) the
inflexibility caused by weighting the evaluation objectives in
SUBDUE (i.e., complexity and support) into a single function,
which can constrain the set of solutions to a single or limited
region of the search space.
B. Context-Dependent Database Compression Using Gene
Expression Profiles (STEP 4)
We use 24 gene expression profiles (Fig. 8), which constitute
the independent classes used for validating the substructures detected by the three methods previously described, or, in other
words, which can be explained by these substructures. For example, class #13 constitutes a differential gene expression profile that changes between treatment and control gene expression
(Fig. 15). This class is described by several substructures identified by EMO-CC, including substructure #89, #179, and #256,
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TABLE VI
RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE ONTO-EXPRESS (OE) METHOD.
(A) BIOLOGICAL PROCESS (BP). (B) MOLECULAR FUNCTION (MF). (C) CELLULAR COMPONENT (CC)

at different coincidence levels represented by the
(12) between classes and substructures [Fig. 16(c) and Table III,

]. Substructure #89 describes class #13 based on a
cell communication biological process located at the integral to
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Fig. 14. The nondominated solutions obtained by EMO-CC. (a)–(c) Each subplot shows nondominated solutions in different neighborhoods, which do not compete
with each other, as a consequence of the multimodal policy followed by EMO-CC.

the plasma membrane or, in a more general case, at the integral
to membrane cellular component (Table IV). A slightly different
description is provided by substructure #256, which includes a
cellular physiological process (Table IV). A different example
is given by substructure #179, which describes an apoptosis
process (i.e., a form of programed cell death) located at the integral to plasma membrane (Table IV). Significantly, these descriptions are based on different types of features (e.g., biological process and cellular components) that belong to different
levels of the GO hierarchy (e.g., level 6 or level 4). These diverse substructures are optimal in the sense that they belong to
the Pareto optimal set composed of specific and sensitive descriptions (Fig. 11).
We compare the performance of EMO-CC for extracting biologically valid substructures with APRIORI and SUBDUE. We
have already seen that EMO-CC subsumes those solutions obtained by the other methods and provides novel and diverse optimal solutions (i.e., belonging to the Pareto optimal set) by the
evaluation of several quantitative metrics. A qualitative evaluation of these methods reveals that EMO-CC obtains more specific substructures than the other methods for those substructures discovered in common. Moreover, the matching among
substructures retrieved by EMO-CC and the independently obtained classes derived from the expression profiles is better than
the one achieved by the other methods. For example, substructure #5 identified by APRIORI matches with class #15 with a
of
, while the corresponding
for substructure
(Fig. 16).
#811 retrieved by EMO-CC is
We compress those substructures that explain the same expression profile to provide a summarized description of this
phenomenon. The 24 expression profiles can be explained by
45 substructures of GO terms (Appendix Table VII, available
at http://www.ieeexplore.ieee.org). For example, substructures
#89 and #256, which explain class #13 are compressed because
they are indistinguishable for this class (Table IV). However,
substructure #179 describes it from a very different point-ofview and it is preserved as a diverse solution. This compression
is dynamic because substructures are regrouped in a context-de-

Fig. 15. Class #13 differential expression profile encodes genes with different
behavior between treatment and control, with a similar pattern among patients.
(a) Gene expression corresponding to treated patients. (b) Gene expression from
patients belonging to the control group.
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Fig. 16. Description of gene expression profiles that are explained by GO substructures. Each intersection is represented by a circle, where the size corresponds to
the number of elements in common between a class and a substructure, and the color illustrates the probability of intersection (green: low, red: high). (a) APRIORI.
(b) SUBDUE. (c) A subset of all EMO-CC intersections. The complete graph is shown in the Appendix (Fig. 21, available at http://www.ieeexplore.ieee.org).

pendent fashion, where the context corresponds to an explained
class, and a different classification can produce a distinct substructure association (e.g., substructures #89 and #256 are indistinguishable for class #13, while it may not be the case for
other classes of microarray or clinical experiments). An emergent property of current explanations provided by the substructures retrieved by EMO-CC consists of their usefulness for differentiating even subtle expression patterns (Fig. 17). Notably,
this classification is performed based on external information
provided by the GO database, instead of the levels of expression.
In addition to previous methods, we also compared the performance of EMO-CC with two other state-of-the-art methods
typically used for GO analysis. To do so, we investigate FatiGO
and OE by running them three times to extract the GO terms

associated with genes expressed in the inflammatory response
problem. This happens because both methods need separate runs
for each type of feature [i.e., biological process (BP), molecular
function (MF), cellular component (CC)]. Indeed, FatiGO needs
the specification of a predefined level of the GO hierarchy, thus,
we used the default level 3. Both methods organize their results
by a ranked percentage of matching between a query, which in
this case corresponds to the class #13 gene expression profile,
and the retrieved GO terms (Tables V and VI). To standardize
between GO terms and the query set, we recalculate it for
the
all methods by using the relevant GO occurrences in the 1770
genes with significant expression for the inflammatory problem.
The best ranked result provided by FatiGO for the BP ontology is the term GO:0007154 cell communication, which
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Fig. 17. Compressed substructures that explain class #13 expression profile (Fig. 8, row: 3 column: 3). Class #13 is explained by seven substructures (color-coded
subgraphs show compression of substructures from Table IV). These substructures are arranged by parental order in the GO database and compressed, dissecting
similar expression patterns based on independent information provided by GO.

achieves a
of
(Table V). EMO-CC identifies
two substructures containing this term (Table IV): substructure
#89, containing terms GO:0007154 cell communication and
GO:0016021 integral to membrane; and substructure #256, containing terms GO:0007154 cell communication, GO:0050875
cellular physiological process and GO:0016021 integral to
membrane. Both substructures explain class #13 but with more
:
and
, respectively. Inaccurate
deed, the second ranked solution for the BP ontology obtained
by FatiGO is the term GO:0050789 regulation of biological
of 0.46. EMO-CC uncovers two substrucprocess with a

tures including this term: substructure #469, containing terms
GO:0050789 regulation of BP and GO:0007154 cell communication; and substructure #34, containing terms GO:0050789
regulation of biological process and GO:00016020 membrane.
, suggesting better explanaBoth of them with a
tions than the ones provided by FatiGO. The analysis of the
ranked terms in MF and CC ontologies presents similar results.
The most relevant solutions obtained by OE for the BP
ontology is the term GO:0006955 immune response, which
of
(Table VI). EMO-CC achieves simachieves a
ilar results with substructure #250. Indeed, EMO-CC identifies
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Fig. 18. Example of a novel annotation uncovered by EMO-CC (dashed lines) based on substructure #380. The tree represents the GO hierarchy with the three
subontologies as the main branches (GO:0008150 “biological process,” GO:0003674 “molecular function,” and GO:0005575 “cellular component”). This annotation include GO terms from different subontologies and defined at different levels of specificity.

three other nondominated substructures that include several GO
terms: substructure #536, containing terms GO:0007165 signal
transduction and GO:0016021 integral to membrane; substructure #759, containing terms GO:0007165 signal transduction
and GO:0005887 integral to plasma membrane; and substructure #380, containing terms GO:0007165 signal transduction,
GO:0050875 cellular physiological process and GO:0016021
integral to membrane. All of these substructures are better
explanations than the single term recovered by OE achieving
of
,
, and
,
a
respectively. Curiously, OE retrieves the term GO:0006954
inflammatory response, which is pertinent for this study, with
of 0.62 for substructure #13. In addition to this weak
a
explanation, EMO-CC finds that this term in conjunction with
term GO:0005622 intracellular accurately explain class #17
of
. Again, we obtain similar results for
with a
the other ontologies considered in this study.
Summarizing, EMO-CC discovers substructures composed of different subontologies defined at distinct levels
of specificity (Fig. 14 and Appendix Table VII, available at
http://www.ieeexplore.ieee.org). Neither FatiGO nor OE are
able to provide a comprehensive strategy to encode this information in their solutions. Instead, they report an exhaustive
lists of all individual terms at each of the levels queried by
the user. Moreover, these methods supply individual results
that always conceal relevant relationships between them. For
example, OE reports two solutions that explain substructure
#13 consisting of term GO:0007242 intracellular signaling
cascade and term GO:0007165 signal transduction, but missed
the parental relationship between them (Table VI). In contrast,
EMO-CC provides optimal and diverse substructures within
an appropriate inclusive order that can explain independent
experiments (Fig. 17).
The substructures identified by EMO-CC can be considered
new annotations (Fig. 18 and Table IV). These annotations include different types of features defined at distinct hierarchically organized levels of specificity, which can be used to uncover new members to the underlying substructures based on
the similarity with the corresponding GO terms. Consequently,

this guideline can be used to indirectly classify new members of
an expression class, as we will see in the next section.
Finally, we validate the GO substructures obtained by
EMO-CC using a high-quality hand-curated database termed
Ingenuity Pathways Knowledge Base [61], which is, at the
moment, a gold-standard for metabolic pathways. We queried
this database with the web-based entry tool developed by
Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (IPA) [61]. For example, by using
the list of genes from class #13, the best description identified
by IPA (score 45, focus genes 21) functionally corresponds
to an inflammatory network Inflammatory Disease (Appendix
Table VIII and Appendix Fig. 22, available at http://www.ieeexplore.ieee.org). Moreover, Inflammatory Disease is the
prevalent function of this network with p-values between
(Appendix Table IX, available
at http://www.ieeexplore.ieee.org), suggesting that class #13
and the EMO-CC substructures that explain it constitute a
meaningful biological association.
C. Unsupervised Classifier Inference Process (STEP 5)
The EMO-CC methodology classifies new instances by their
similarity with one or more substructures using a -nearest
neighbor unsupervised classifier. We evaluate the performance
of the proposed inference process by the following procedure:
1) we perform a holdout of our original dataset in two subsets:
training data and test data, with 80% and 20% of the original
dataset, respectively, selected randomly without reposition [62]
and apply STEPS 2 and 3 to the training data; 2) for each gene
in the test set we use its GO annotation to calculate its membership to the set of substructures identified in 1) using (13) and
select the substructure with the highest membership value as
the best prediction; and 3) we test the accuracy of the inference
process by: (3.1) identifying the expression class explained
by the selected substructure; (3.2) calculating its centroid as a
weighted average of the expression values of its members [34];
and (3.3) computing the Pearson correlation (PC) [63] between
the expression of the predicted gene and the centroid of (3.2).
We illustrate this process by: 1) evaluating the gene
203107_x_at from the test set [Fig. 19(a)]; 2) calculating its
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membership to the set of the previously identified substructures.
Since the obtained substructures are not disjointed, a given
observation may belong to more than one substructure [e.g.,
probe set 203107_x_at has a membership degree greater
than zero in substructure #2 (0.24), #8 (0.25), #16 (0.63), #28
(0.68), #33 (0.70), #34 (0.76), and #127 (0.91)]. Therefore, we
select the maximum value among the different memberships,
classifying the target probe set into substructure #127. Then,
we test the accuracy of the predictions by (3.2) calculating the
centroid corresponding to substructure #127 [Fig. 19(a)], which
is a cohesive profile with very similar expression pattern of
its members. Afterwards, in (3.3), we calculate the correlation
between the gene 203107_x_at and the former centroid
and evaluate the prediction as a positive matching.
Similar results are observed with other genes in the test set
[Fig. 19(b)–(d)].
We evaluate the complete test set by considering substructures with at least GO terms, where ranges between 1 and
4. Our results indicate that 70% of the successful predictions
can be achieved by using four GO terms [Fig. 20(a)], showing
that the performance increases as the number of GO terms increases. However, this monotonic process is not conserved when
the specificity of a given substructure is improved. For example,
by increasing the specificity values of the former substructures
from 0.5 to 0.9, we cannot observe an improvement in the prediction performance [Fig. 20(b)]. These results suggest that approaches that widely explore GO database in the complete feature space (i.e. all GO terms from biological process, molecular function and cellular component) can be appropriate for describing and predicting gene expression patterns.
The proposed testing process indicates a strategy to predict
gene expression patterns based on an independent source of
data such as GO terms. However, several classification errors result from ambiguous annotation terms or too general categories,
as well as missing information in the GO database rather than
misclassifications [64]. Many of these problems will be solved
when the GO database becomes more accurately curated.
VI. CONCLUSION
Unlike typical clustering techniques, conceptual clustering
methods have been successfully applied to structural information in order to reveal hidden concepts by searching through
a predefined space of potential hypothesis. However, the formulation of the search problem in a structural database would
often result in a conflicting paradigm. On the one hand, generating a large number of substructures, each containing a very
small number of instances that share many features, makes it
hard to find commonalities among similar observations. On the
other hand, generating a small number of substructures, where
their members share a limited number of features, would fail
to discriminate between similar members. Therefore, any successful methodology should also consider more adequate tradeoffs among different criteria to evaluate substructures that uncover meaningful concepts always hidden in large datasets.
Fig. 19. The EMO-CC inference process. The new observation classified by
EMO-CC is color-coded in red within the inferred substructure, while the centroid of the substructure is color-coded in blue. Expression of the substructures that classify (a) gene 203107_x_at, (b) gene 208982_at, (c) gene
216316_x_at, and (d) gene 211676_x_at.

A. EMO-CC Methodology
Several characteristics distinguish EMO-CC from other conceptual clustering methods.
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substructure [28], and a priori, we do not know which features are meaningful for a given set of instances. This is in
contrast to approaches that filter or reduce features for all
possible clusters [29].
• EMO-CC allows gene membership to more than one substructure by using a flexible classifier [34], [57], [66], thus
explicitly treating the substructures as hypotheses that can
be tested and refined [6]. This distinguishes EMO-CC from
other approaches that prematurely force instances into disjoint clusters [67].
Finally, EMO-CC is applicable to a wide set of domains,
being easy to customize to particular problem, and may be an
appropriate technique to uncover rare and unknown patterns in
structural databases. Particularly, this guideline can be easily extended to more complex networks comprising protein–protein
or different regulatory interactions [1], [2]. Indeed, EMO-CC
efficiently searches the feature space in acceptable run times,
while computational times of exhaustive search algorithms are
intractable.
B. GO and Structural Database Domains

Fig. 20. Performance of the EMO-CC inference process evaluated by considering substructures with different number of terms defined at distinct specificity levels. (a) Accuracy of the inference process evaluating the test set, where
substructures contain 1–4 GO terms. (b) Accuracy of the EMO-CC inference
process evaluating the test set, where substructures contain only one term with
specificity levels from 0.5 to 0.9.

• EMO-CC searches for all optimal solutions among multiple criteria (i.e., Pareto optimality) [17], which avoids the
biases that might result from using any specific weighting
scheme [10]. This allows the detection of cohesive substructures even those comprising a small number of instances
that would remain undetected by methods that emphasize
the support of a substructure [23]. We showed that the
EMO-CC algorithm, by using a multiobjective approach,
obtains more diverse Pareto optimal sets and dominates
most of the substructures provided by the other methods.
• EMO-CC has a multimodal nature that allows alternative
descriptions of a system by providing several adequate solutions [7], [17], thus recovering locally optimal targets
that could be meaningful [15], [65]. This differentiates
EMO-CC from methods that are focused on a single optimum [24].
• EMO-CC performs a local feature selection for each substructure, because not every feature is relevant for every

Again, several characteristics distinguish EMO-CC from
other approaches typically used in GO databases.
• EMO-CC uses a multivariate and multilevel approach,
where substructures are discovered based on several types
of hierarchical features. For example, substructures identified in the GO database include features or terms derived
from different information sources (e.g., cellular components or biological processes). Moreover, each feature is
defined at a different specificity level in a graph-based
structure. This guideline distinguishes our methodology
from other approaches, like FatiGO [24] and OE [25],
where each type of feature is individually treated, and the
specificity level is selected a priori.
• EMO-CC considers gene expression as one independent
feature, thereby allowing classification of genes even
in the absence of its expression. This approach differs
from supervised learning methods that group features
and instances based on a explicitly defined dependent
class. Instead, EMO-CC uses an unsupervised strategy
that compresses similar groups of substructures based in
their ability to describe independent classes derived from
different experimental conditions (e.g., microarray expression, or chip-on-chip binding occupancy). This approach
changes according to the experimental class, thus differing
from fixed approaches that use an irreversible database
compression [22]. Sometimes, expression-dependent characterizations only allows a relatively crude classification of
genes into a limited number of classes, which can conceal
rather than reveal novel interesting profiles [15].
• EMO-CC uses a simple classification procedure that allows
to predict gene expression patterns based on an independent set of features like GO terms. Although the prediction
accuracy increases when substructures with more features
(i.e., GO terms) are considered, it does not change when
the complexity of these features is improved. Curiously, the
specificity of the ontologies is the center of the current debates about their applicability [68]. Therefore, approaches
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like EMO-CC, that emphasize wide searches in the feature space can be appropriate for describing and predicting
gene expression patterns. However, methods that focus on
one type of feature cannot improve their results even if they
add more levels to the analysis.
C. Biological Domain
We investigated the inflammatory response problem by
means of a study performed on human volunteers treated with
intravenous endotoxin compared to a placebo. Understanding
this problem is critical because the majority of deaths are
caused due to inflammatory diseases [21]. The response to
inflammation is a complex problem that considers gene profiles
that reflect differences in gene expression over time, treatment,
and patient. Most state-of-the-art methods can normally recover
the most obvious relations, but fail to discover the less frequent
but more informative underlying data associations.
We showed that EMO-CC produces annotations that explain
coexpressed genes and can be used to make predictions by using
an independent source of information. We demonstrated that
these annotations are biologically meaningful because they represent inflammatory regulatory networks.
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